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CSPH article - Littoral Strike Ships Concept - Conversions - 15 Feb 2019 

On Monday 11 February 2019 the Defence Secretary announced at RUSI the possibility that The 
Royal Navy may secure two new “Littoral Strike Ships” (LSS) for amphibious operations close to the 
shore. This speech will be seen as one of the most strategic British Defence Policy shifts in 30 years. 
The new ships will be financed from the Transformation Fund designed to bring capabilities to the 
armed forces “as quickly as possible”.  The new Littoral Strike Ship concept enables globally 
deployable, multi-role vessels capable of performing both crisis support and war-fighting missions. 
The concept is to create two Littoral Strike Groups complete with escorts, support vessels and 
helicopters is inspired. One would be based East of Suez in the Indo-Pacific and one based West of 
Suez in the Mediterranean, Atlantic and Baltic. The ships could join the Royal Navy aircraft carriers, 
amphibious assault ships, and Bay-class landing ships to aggregate into one amphibious task force 
should need exist. Major General Charles Stickland, Commandant-General Royal Marines 
said,  “Future littoral strike ships brings us one step closer to realising our ambitions for the future 
commando force.”  

BMT Concept 

The new BMT concept for the LSS contains two helicopter points, aircraft “hangarage” and support 
facilities.It looks a fine design concept.  
 

 

 

The purpose of this paper is merely to consider cheaper and quicker alternatives in an attempt to 
help the Royal Navy secure LSS by considering a potential alternative “design and build” option to 
make best use of Transformation Fund objectives 
 

HMS Ocean Concept 

1. HMS Ocean used to have 6 helicopter points enabling a RM Company “lift” 

2. With considerable aircraft “hangarage”, the capacity to cater for an embarked RM force, its 
accommodation, boat & landing craft handling facilities and a stern ramp 
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3. This paper suggests that these could be replicated in a ship conversion from the commercial 
ship market at far quicker and cheaper cost than a dedicated new LSS vessel design and build 
cost might enable 

4. A commercial Bulk Carrier is normally built within 12 months. This paper uses this vessel type 
as a possible basis for conversion to a future LSS 

 

 

 
Handysize Bulk Carrier Littoral Strike Conversion Conversion 
 

5. Offers the possibility of a 2-vessel Littoral Support Ship Fleet each with 3 helicopter 

points or 

6. Given its cost and programme Turn-Around-Time”, a 4-vessel Littoral Support Ship 

Fleet 

7. At considerably lower cost than a specialist vessel BMT-type design will in all 

probability be 

8. The size provided by a Handymax (larger than a Handysize) conversion would offer 

far larger scale in accommodation,”hangarage” storage and engineering support 

facilities. 

9. An equivalent to a “stern ramp” could be incorporated into it as part of the conversion 

programme 
 
Concept Basis 
 

10. Bulk Carriers are the most commonly used vessels of the global merchant vessel fleet  

11. There are over 5,000 of these vessels in the global shipping fleet, easily built at any 

number of shipyards or readily available on the second-hand shipbroking market for 

conversion to a LSS. 

12. They are typically in the 150-200m length and in the 30,000 dwt  (Handysize) – 

50,000 dwt (Handymax)range.  

13. They normally have a crew of only 20.Their diesel engines are designed for long 

endurance  

14. They are at sea for 365 days. Port duration limited to the loading/unloading phases 

15. There are several classifications of Bulk Carrier but as a general rule 1 ton of cargo = 

1m3 of cargo space, depending on cargo density. 
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16. As a rule of thumb the capacity each hold would very broadly exceed to 20% of its 

dwt. On a 55,000 dwt Handymax each of its 5 hold’s would be approx.12,000 m3  

17. Each Handysize vessel has 5 holds – 1-2 of which could be converted to aircraft 

hangar facilities and 2-3 of which could be converted to helicopter landing points 

18. Building new ones are available in the USD 20-30m range. But used ones that can 

convert to RN Littoral Combat Ships are considerably less at below USD10m per 

vessel. 

19. These vessels can gain easy entrance through most port and harbour facilities. There 

are two types of Handysize & Handymax  Bulk Carrier- “Geared” and “Ungeared” 

ones. 

20. The current market prices are approx. 50% below their market peak of 10 years ago 
 
A “Geared” Bulk Carrier  
 

21. Is pictured for you below. Its 25-30 ton cargo handling “gear” allows it to load and 

unload independently of port facilities, and  

22. Used particularly in developing world ports which often lack port handling equipment. 

 

 
 
 
The Arrangement of a Handymax Bulk Carrier  
 

23. Is 5 holds and approx. 45,000 dwt,  

24. a Panamax bulk carrier has 7 holds and approx. 65,000 dwt and a Capesize bulk 

carrier 9 holds approx. 90,000 dwt.  

25. Each hold of all 3 types of Bulk Carrier (there are many others including dry bulk/oil 

combinations) carries approx. 10-12,000 m3 of cargo at a density of 1 

26. Each of the holds measure approx. 30m x 30m. Each hatch-cover approx. 20m x 20m 
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Showing a “Gearless” Bulk Carrier’s hatch-covers open. Note helicopter landing point on Hold No 3: 
 

 
 

 
 
This picture is of a geared container ship – please note in this case equipped with 2 large cargo gears 
rather than 4 -  being used to transport military vehicles on its hatch covers. 
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This picture shows how a Bulk Carrier or a Tanker can be converted at a ship yard, in this case to a 
heavy lift ship,  
Typically removing all of its 5 holds, and in this case converting it to a “heavy lift” vessel. 
 
 
 

 
 
Heavy-lift vessels have the capability to semi-submerge (the vessel below may not be a conversion) 
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The vessel needing transporting is then positioned onto the submerged part of the vessels for its 
transportation. 
 

 
 

27. These are merely indicated as examples of conversion to a LSS from a plentiful supply 

base of bulk carriers 

28. For a conversion to a Littoral Support Ship the Royal Navy may wish to retain rear 

Holds Nos 4-5 for storage, accommodation and hangar facilities and convert forward 

holds Nos 1-3 for helicopter landing points. 
 
Indicative Purchase Costs if Purchasing from the Second-hand Market 
 

29. The value of a 15-year old Handysize bulker is set to increase by 33 percent from 

USD 5.75 million in the first quarter of 2018 to a forecasted value of USD 7.63 

million in the first quarter of 2019, according to VesselsValue. 
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Current Market Trends 
 

30. New Handysize vessel values are approx. USD 20-30m per vessel  

31. Or approx. 50% below their market peak prices a decade ago. 

32. The 3 key ship building countries for new Bulk Carriers are China, South Korea and 

Japan. 

33. Second hand vessels available globally and London is the major global ship broking 

centre 

34. Subject to capacity conversions could be performed in UK shipyards 
 

 
 
Cost Summary 
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35. It might potentially enable a fleet of 4 LSS vessels each with 3 helicopter landing 

points  

36. At a total cost for the LSS concept of GBP 100-150m 
 
 


